
The new way of communication



24-7 Media offers you a wide range of marketing products needed to reach your target group in the most innovative way. Our organization manufactures and 

distributes projection, communication and advertising products that activate, stimulate and strengthen the perception of products or services.

24-7 Media delivers customized concepts in every form, size and shape. Together we can develop products and suitable content that will visualize the features 

of your products in an unique way. Through customization to any size and shape that is required, your products will be visualized and displayed in the most 

complete and realistic manner. Please review our extensive product assortment through selecting branches in which 24-7 Media is operating.  

24-7 Media, the new way of communicating”

Welcome to 24-7 Media

The products that we offer can be applied in number 

of ways:

• Advertising

• Digital Signage

• Events

• Instore marketing

• Outstore marketing

• Narrow Casting

• Point of sale

The applications of our products have found place in number of 

branches:

• Airports

• Business presentations

• Fairs and exhibitions

• Horeca

• Hospitals

• Retail

• Showrooms

• Stadiums

• Shopping Centres



Lcd and Plasma Screens

Interactive Products

Touchscreens
Outdoor Screens

Software Solutions



•	 High	resolution	and	image	quality	thanks	to	anti-reflection
•	 Easy	to	install

•	 Ideal for home cinema•	 No	decrease	in	projection	quality	from	the	side	view
•	 No	reflection	on	the	screen

•	 Available	in	any	size	and	shape	(up	to	140’’)
•	 Very	suitable	for	content	presentations	and	

video advertisements

The 24/7 Sunlight Readable Front Projection Screen
The 24/7 Sunlight Readable Front Projection Screen can be made from different projection screen materials, like films and coatings 

that can be attached to any type of material such as wood and aluminium, glass or acrylic. 

Projection onto the screen can be done from any angle. Moreover, the front projection screen is easy to install and can be of any shape 

and format. It can be used for indoor as well as outdoor.

The 24/7 Blackfire
The 24/7 Media Blackfire is a rear projection screen that has a very high contrast, clear colours reproduction and high resolution. 

Because of this, the quality of the projection screen matches the quality of LCD screens. The natural black colour of the projection 

screen fits perfectly in most interiors, also when the projection screen is not being used.

< 24/7 Media Projection Screens
High definition projection	screen	for	TV,	HDTV,	Videos,	Games.	



< The 24/7 Window Projection Film

De 24/7 Media GreyfireDe 24/7 Media Digital Poster

The	24/7Media	Greyfire,	a	rear	projection	screen	that	fits	with	every	design.	In	comparison	to	a	deep	plasma	TV	the	The	24/7Media	

Greyfire	projection	screen	is	only	a	few	mm	thick.	Next	to	this,	the	projection	screen	is	wireless	and	therefore	ideal	for	indoor	as	well	as	

outdoor use. Examples of application environments include events, fairs and exhibitions, retail stores, hotels, restaurants and more The 

projection	screen	can	be	delivered	in	any	format	up	to	a	maximum	of	6	square	meter.	In	conclusion,	the	24/7Media	Greyfire	projection	

screen is a rear projection screen that is suitable for every branch and location. 

The	24/7	Media	Digital	Poster	projection	film	makes	your	poster	come	alive.	The	Digital	Poster	is	a	thin,	flexible	projection	film	that	

is easy attachable to any surface; glass, acrylic or any other transparent material. By putting it, for example, on your shop window 

you will surprise your customer with digital advertising. With the 24/7 Media Digital poster you will communicate in an optimal 

way with your clients, because the content can be played and changed at your convenience. 

•	 Available	in	every	size	and	shape	(up	to	2m	x	3m)
•	 No	decrease	in	colour	reproduction	at	the	side	view

•	 Affordable	price
•	 Can	be	used	indoor	as	well	as	outdoort

•	 Digital Poster Deep Contrast is suitable for front shop 
window presentations with the sunlight 
(anti-reflection)

•	 Digital	Poster	High	Gain	is	suitable	for	indoor	
applications	(anti-reflection)



< Glimm infinitely modular system
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< The 24/7 Media Rear Projection Screens

•	 No	reflection	from	day	light
• Best pricing

•	 Suitable	for	3D	content	presentations,	video	and	
other data

• Customized sizes and shapes; circle screen, logo screen 
and more.

•	 1	projector	needed	to	present	identical	content	on	
both sides of the screen

• Can be customized to any size and shape

De 24/7 Media Double GlimmDe 24/7 Media Holo Glimm
The	24/7	Media	DoubleGlimm	is	a	front	and	rear	projection	screen	in	one.	This	means	that	the	projected	material	is	seen	from	both	

the	front	and	the	back	of	the	screen	by	using	 just	one	projector.	This	makes	the	The	24/7	Media	DoubleGlimm	a	very	appropriate	

communication	tool.	 It	can	be	used	for	digital	advertisements	or	as	an	effective	sales	instrument,	since	it	can	be	viewed	from	360	

degrees.	The	24/7	Media	DoubleGlimm	projection	screens	are	produced	at	any	requested	size	and	shape	so	that	there	 is	always	a	

perfect fit with the style and design of your company.

The	 24/7	 Media	 HoloGlimm	 is	 the	 most	 transparent	 screen	 available	 on	 the	 market.	 During	 projection	 as	 well	 as	 when	 not	

projecting on the screen it is possible to see trough the screen. Therefore you will always have an overview of your shop or room 

while	being	able	to	provide	information	to	you	customer	at	all	times.	The	screen	has	a	very	sharp	resolution	and	is	suitable	for	3d	

projections as well as video and data. Moreover 24/7 Media produces the screens in any requested size and shape and therefore 

will fit the style and design of your organisation. 



< The 24/7 Media Interactieve Advertising



Touch screen:

Interactive floor:

The interactive touch film is very light and 
therefore suitable for applying directly on 
glass panels or windows. The interactive 
touch film can be used together with the rear 
projection film. In this way, your shop window 
becomes alive and sparks the attention of the 
passing by crowd, regardless of their age and 
occupation. 

The	interactive	floor	projection	system	is	an	addition	to	24-7	media’s	portfolio	since	2008.	It	is	an	unique	tool	
for	advertising	to	people	and	entertaining	them	with	interactive	content.	The	interactive	floor	projection	system	
consists of: computer, projector, infrared camera and interactive software package. 

• 4 different types of touch screens
• Sizes up to 6m in width
• Higher quality image thanks to 
	 anti-reflection
•	 Works	through	double	glass	(30mm)
• Easy to install

• Three different technologies: PCT 
	 (projection	capacity	technology),	optical		
	 (LCD)	and	infrared.	
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A selection of our effects... to personalise with your own branded content

0208 735 1390 | www.projectionadvertising.co.uk

231 The Vale | London | W3 7QS

Interactive Floor Projection
0208 735 1390 | info@projectionadvertising.co.uk

We also provide a variety of other standard effects including fish that swim away from you, fire that follows you and a virtual 
garden with butterflies that fly away from you, but it doesn’t stop there; We can develop you own customised effect.

Each standard effect can be customised to suit your campaign allowing for complete creative flexibility. 
All designs, quantities, speeds, durations and sizes can be changed to suit your individual needs.

Water
Give customers the thrill of walking on water and creating life 
like ripples across your logo or advertisement. Apply the water 
effect to any image or video and have fun splashing through it 
for hours on end!

Object Repel
Disguise your ad in a pile of crisp autumn leaves and give your 
customers the satisfaction of clearing them out of their path as 
they rustle through to discover your brand.

Retail Flip
A chance for customers to engage with an image and get 
something back. As they walk across each tile it flips over 
to reveal information about the product or an educational 
message. The system can be programmed so that every 1000th 
user wins a prize. Let customers enjoy interacting with your 
products and services and ensure future brand recognition.

Trail
Bring the countryside into the conference room or exhibition hall 
by encouraging your customers to walk across any image or 
video leaving a trail of flowers behind them. The trail allows the 
customer to be creative and produce a projection of their own 
whilst interacting with your advertisement. Substitute flowers with 
any image to transform the ambience of any venue.

Bubbles
It’s impossible to resist bursting a bubble, so present your 
customers with a floor full of bubbles just waiting to be jumped 
on and watch as they leap across your brand trying to burst 
them all! 
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< The 24/7 Media Interactieve advertising



Interactive Tabel

Interactive Bar

Each interactive table can be customized and prepared according to your wishes. Interactive 
table can be applied in many environments, such as events, fairs and exhibitions, shops, hotels, 
offices and other. The possible ways to make use of the interactive table include; interactive 
order possibility in the restaurants, points of information, gaming and entertainment 
purposes,  branding and much more.
We can assist you with fitting the interactive table into your conditions.

Each interactive bar is custom made and can be prepared according to your wishes 
and specifications. The interactive bar can be used in many environments i.e. fairs and 
exhibitions,	 receptions,	 hotels,	 restaurants	 and	 other.	The	 24/7	 Media’s	 interactive	 bar	
is the first in the world, commercial, customized multi touch interactive bar. Innovative 
ideas and advanced technology presented during events, trade fairs and other 
presentations engages people to interact with the promoted content. When placing 
interactive bar at your location, just one touch will cause interactive effects to change. 
This interactive bar brings unforgettable experiences to the guests, who will want to use 
this unique technology again. The interactive bar can be also used to generate revenues 
by presenting advertisements, you can decide to reward the sponsors with extra visibility 
at this interactive bar, too. It is an ideal way to communicate with the people in the formal 
as well as informal way. 

< The 24/7 Media Interactieve advertising



< GlimmPod
GLIMMPOD

GlimmPod 33
Standard housing

GlimmPod 73D
Standard housing

Proposed GlimmPod presentation housing

• GlimmPod	is	an	example	of	new,	revolutionary	3D	technology	for	strengthening	the	recognition	of	your	brand.	The	GlimmPod	system	can	produce	high	

resolution	holographic	images,	just	like	3D,	projected	in	the	air.	The	GlimmPod	can	be	customized	according	to	your	wishes		and	specification	and	adapted	

to your instore design. 

COMPLETE FREESTANDING UNIT
GlimmPod with complete freestanding unit

TONI&GUY EXAMPLE WITH WORKSTAND
Example with workstation



< The Glimm Infinitely Modular System

The innovative M-PDP allows you to give a huger world and show up to unlimited size. 
M-PDP is designed to provide larger display for advertising, monitoring and controlling.  M-PDP is a super thin & digital multi-display developed by ORION
PDP leading-edge digital technology. ORION PDP M-PDP is tailored to facilitate functionalities and make your business environment more efficient for a large
place and digital era.
More than 4 planks are combined into a huge PDP display with thinnest seam. This is the representative character - infinitely expandable.
With M-PDP, you are no longer confined to a limited number of monitors. 
No space is wasted for installment for its remarkable 10cm in thick. 

M-PDP will change the way it shows.

4 sides DZF technology implement seamless M-PDP 
M-PDP come with an advanced ORION PDP technology-4 sides DZF(Dead Zone Free) technology making it possible not to have non-
luminant area to the edge of each panel.
It gives an excellence in continuity of displays with less than 4mm seam when consisting  multi and improve the uniformity remarkably
with 4-sides glass edge structure technology. 

The newest developed edge structure allows for impressive reduction between screen. Picture can now appear as one complete image.  
Conventional PDP has its pad connected to circuit on the 3 or 4 sides of non-luminant area of front side of panel.  Therefore they have
more than 100mm seam between panels.

- See the comparison between M-PDP and conventional multi PDP.

Conventional Multi PDPNew Seamless Technology

PDP technology latest revolution
Huge digital images spread before your eyes
M-PDP is the world standard multi-huge display in control room, advertising, conference room, lobbies, public transportations, event hall, surveillance, broadcasting,
shopping mall and etc. 
ORION PDP M-PDP is renowned for its flexible, market-specific approach, successfully implemented in over a thousand places world wide.
It provides wide viewing angles, flicker-free pictures, clear images and room-saving design. 

Infinitely expandable Multi PDP 

Glimm expandable Multi PDP 

Video wall Application

4 X 4 type (168”)

3 X 3 type (126”) 2 X 2 type (84”)

VIDEO WALL TYPE

M-PDP is designed to provide larger display for advertising, monitoring and controlling.  M-PDP is a super thin & digital multi-display developed by ORION
PDP leading-edge digital technology. ORION PDP M-PDP is tailored to facilitate functionalities and make your business environment more efficient for a large
place and digital era.
More than 4 planks are combined into a huge PDP display with thinnest seam. This is the representative character - infinitely expandable.

The	Glimm	Infinitely	Modular	System	has	been	developed	in	order	to	offer	large	displays	for	advertising,	monitoring,	

controlling	content	purposes	etc.	The	displays	are	very	thin,	just	10cm	in	depth.	Thanks	to	latest	developments,	the	structure	

of the screen borders and the frame have been modified and the space needed for the screens has been therefore reduced. 

Spacing	between	the	screens	is	now	less	than	0.5cm.	

The innovative M-PDP allows you to give a huger world and show up to unlimited size. 
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Infinitely expandable Multi PDP 

• Events   •	 Convention centres
• Exhibitions     •	  Shopping Centres

•	 Broadcasting
• Airports



< Glimm infinitely modular system< The 24/7 Media 360° Display System

Fascinating	visual	effects	in	combination	with	elegant	design	make	the	Glimm	360	Display	the	most	interesting	tool	for	Digital	Signs,	

advertisements and entertainment. These all-round displays divert text, pictures and videos into a new, exciting viewing experience. 

This ground-breaking technology helps presenting the content in innovative way, staying one step ahead from competition. 



< The 24/7 Media 3d Holobox

The	24/7	Media	3D	HoloBox,	the	way	to	put	your	product	right	in	front	of	the	people.	This	amazing	3D	

technology creates a three-dimensional image that through the active video animation places the 

content	in	the	space.	The	24/7	Media	3D	HoloBox	stimulates	your	imagination,	presents	the	content	

in original way and strengthens the recall of information..

“Bring your product to the client” / “Put your product in the front”



These video walls can be made to any size and shape keeping the quality and resolution of the image at a high level. 

The	24/7	Media	LCD	All-in-one	Touch	panels	are	the	first	42’’,	multi-touch	displays	that	make	it	possible	to	present	your	product	as	well	indoor	as	outdoor,	not	only	in	real	

size	but	also	in	large	sizes	up	to	103’’.	The	‘real	product’	effect	is	achieved	through	0.1cm	wide	frame	around	the	screen.	Thanks	to	these	tiny	edges,	it	is	possible	to	combine	

multiple screens and present content on them simultaneously. 

The unique selling point is interactivity of LCD and Plasma screens thanks to the new, optical sensing technology that makes it possible to use a single or multi touch features 

of the screens.

< The 24/7 Sunreadable LCD with 
 multi-touch possibility.



Address:

24/7 media
Vriezerweg 20 b 
9482 TB Tynaarlo 
The Netherlands  

Telephone:	+31	(0)50		3600810

E-mail: info @24-7mediatechnology.com

www.24-7mediatechnology.com

www.24-7mediatechnology.com


